UNIFORM POLICY – PROTECTIVE SERVICES- 2018-19 ACADEMIC YEAR

See Attached Spreadsheet which reflects estimated prices, stock numbers, etc.

Duty Uniform: The duty uniform is worn daily during all class activities except physical fitness training wherein there is a separate (PT) uniform. The duty uniform consists of:

Shirts:
Navy Blue short-sleeve dress uniform shirt with an American flag, reverse design (this means the blue stars are facing towards the front of your body, not the back) on the right shoulder, both from On Guard Apparel. The Eastern Protective Services Patch will be won on the left shoulder, ½ inch from the shoulder seam and centered. The patches can be purchased from On-Guard Apparel and sewing them on the shirt is free. Sewing of the Reverse American flag on the right shoulder is free with the purchase at On-Guard Apparel.

A winter/seasonal dress uniform shirt is authorized for colder weather. The shirt is of the same design as the short sleeve shirt from On Guard Apparel, except the shirt will have long sleeves.

A black T-shirt is authorized for wear under the above duty shirts. (This shirt is the same shirt that will be worn for PT). A pocket on the front is permitted, however, no writing can be on the shirts. These can be purchased at a Target/Kohls/Walmart or similar store. Three to five of these are recommended.

A winter/seasonal uniform long sleeve T-shirt is authorized for wear under the duty shirt. This T-shirt must be navy blue or black. There will be no writing visible on the sleeves or shirt at the neck area of the polo or short or long sleeve dress uniform. Additionally, a long sleeve turtleneck shirt may be substituted for the long sleeve T-shirt. The color for the turtleneck will be navy blue or black. No writing is to be visible on the turtleneck.

Boots: Boots will be black, laced or laced with side zippers. The boot height will be at least 8 inches high and not exceed 10 inches high. Boots will be polished and there will be no dirt, grease or other debris on the boots from the edge to the top of the boots.

Trousers: Trouser will be Navy Blue with cargo pockets on the trousers. These are also available through On Guard Apparel.

Belt: Belt will be plain black of the approved design also available from On Guard Apparel.

Pen: A pen should be carried with the duty uniform.

Physical Fitness Uniform: The physical fitness (PT) uniform will consist of a black T-shirt with solid black shorts. There will be no writing on the shirt or black shorts, excepting for the brand or logo of the manufacturer, example: Nike Swoosh. The shorts must have an inseam of 7 inches and the inseam will not exceed 9 inches. The shirts and shorts can be purchased at a
Target/Kohls/Walmart or similar store. The uniform socks and exercise footwear will be of the wearer’s choice.

A winter duty/seasonal PT uniform is authorized as follows:

The commando sweater or the blue/black jackets authorized are also on the On-Guard Apparel web site. The sweater and jackets are worn over the duty shirt. These are optional items.

A black crew neck sweat shirt with no writing on the sweatshirt, except a small pocket logo is authorized. A pair of black sweat pants may be worn over the black PT shorts. The sweat pants will have no writing on the front, sides, rear or any location, except for a small brand or logo of the manufacturer, example: Nike Swoosh.

Winter/Seasonal Jackets: There are no restrictions on outer garments or winter coats. However, it is preferred that students wear the approved jackets from On Guard Apparel. However, because that cost is minimally $40.00 students may wear with the duty uniform, a jacket that will comply with the sending high school and the Eastern dress codes.

Gloves: Gloves that are worn with the duty uniform or PT uniform will be in compliance with the rules of the sending high school and/or the Eastern dress codes. Black gloves are preferred.

Headgear: Winter headgear for the dress or PT uniform will only be worn when outside of the school building. The headgear will be a solid navy blue or black watch cap. The only design authorized on such headgear is the manufacturer’s logo, example: Nike Swoosh.

Modifications to the uniforms are not permitted without direct permission of the instructor.

All other grooming and appearance standards as established on the first day of class remain in place. Earrings will not to be worn, as well as finger rings and other jewelry are discouraged for safety reasons.

Students may not purchase like items from other vendors besides On Guard Apparel. The use of other vendors will result in duty uniforms that do not match with other students. Students should check with the instructor prior to making such purchases they feel might not meet the uniform standards, this will ensure the item meets the standards of the Protective Services Program.

BY ORDER OF THE PROTECTIVE SERVICES INSTRUCTOR

Mr. Zaslavsky, June 14, 2018